
Woody-Pod Instructions

Thank you for purchasing a pod from Vangear. For more information please visit
www.vangear-eu.com

Remember bamboo is a natural product (subject to natural variation) which has a
coating of Danish oil. More maintenance with Danish oil may be needed

Please check for damages and report them within 48 hours of receiving the unit. Please
keep the original packaging in case you need to return the unit.

We appreciate any feedback about our units. We would also appreciate any photos or videos
of your unit in your van that we could use on Facebook and social media.

e-mail us at: info@vangear-eu.com

Watch our instruction video on youtube
https://www.youtube.com/c/VangearUk

See video at https://youtu.be/KroxKq42dvg

- Packed in 2 boxes for easy transportation

- Easy 3 part assembly

A. On a level table fit the end panel into the main body with 5 flange screws

B. 1. Fit the Bamboo top onto the pod and fix with 2 x 35mm screws from the underside.

2. Fit the base into the pod with 4 x 35mm screws.

3. First remove the aluminium angle from the shelf and then fit the shelf into the pod. Fix the
shelf with 2 screws (35mm) to the left underside, 2 screws ( 35mm and cups) to the rear of the
pod. Refit the aluminium angle ( 2 self tapping screws) and then use one additional self tapping

screw to support the shelf at the top front ( do not over tighten this screw)

C. Fit your pod into your van with bolts or anchor cleats using the floor mounting slots.

Fit the water bottles into your pod with the waste connection and fit the water hose onto

your tap ( always charge your tap first )

http://www.vangear.co.uk
https://youtu.be/KroxKq42dvg




The cordless tap - Please remember to charge your tap

Always pre charge prior to a trip the cordless tap via USB and bring a USB charger
with you

Push the water hose through holder



Insert the hose firmly into the bottom of the tap carefully twist the tap into the holder

Fixing the stove onto the shelf

1. Line up the channel with the holes

2. Remove the lid from the stove and centralise over the channel

3. Fix down with an allen key

Fitting

1. If using the bolts, use the mounting slots to secure to the floor. Always dry fit the units
first. Take care when drilling through the floor, it is easier to mark where you are

drilling with masking tape first.
2. On rails, space apart as far as possible and on one rail

3. Foam can also be used to stop the wing nuts blocking the bottles



Feedback

As this is a new unit we are particularly interested in feedback and photos! Please email any
feedback/photos to info@vangear-eu.com

You can also view our video on our youtube channel called ‘Vangear Woody-Pod
instructions”

Danish oil can be used on the Bamboo top

Find us at:

Email: info@vangear-eu.com

Tel: +351 912817841

https://business.facebook.com/Vangear.pt/

www.youtube.com/c/vangearuk

www.instagram.com/vangear

www.vangear-eu.com
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Woody Fridge Pod ( with rear vent holes)

For Woody-Pod with fridge preparation see the following points in addition to the above

● Remove the bottom mito rail ( with floor removed)
● Assemble the shelf and upright as per photos below, fit into the pod and fix using

screws. Once in place remove the plastic bracket on the right under side of the shelf,
use the double sided tape to fix to the panel and then refit the bracket

● Fit the aluminium angles, one with one hole onto the shelf front and the 2nd one with
2 holes can be used on the left of the floor to hold the fridge inplace, leaving a
390mm gap from the right hand plastic spacer.

https://www.vangear-eu.com/contact
http://www.youtube.com/c/vangearuk
http://www.instagram.com/vangear


● assemble shelf.(rear vents not
shown in this photo)

● insert and fix shelf

● shelf front and fridge angle on floor
leave a 390mm gap


